In laboratories, ultrahigh magnetic fields are usually produced with very large currents through superconducting, resistive or hybrid magnets, which require extreme conditions, such as low temperature, huge cooling water or tens of megawatts of power. In this work we report that when single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are cut, there are magnetic moments at the shearing end of SWNTs. The average magnetic moment is found to be 41.5±9.8 μB per carbon atom in the end states with a width of 1 nm at temperature of 300.0K, suggesting ultrahigh magnetic fields can be produced. The dangling sigma and pi bonds of the carbon atoms at the shearing ends play important roles for this unexpectedly high magnetic moments because the oxidation temperature of cut SWNTs is found to be as low as 312℃ in dry air. Producing ultrahigh magnetic field with SWNTs has the advantage of working at higher working temperature and with low energy consumption, suggesting great potentials of applications.
Introduction
Ultrahigh magnetic fields play an important role in condensed matter physics, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] chemistry, 8 materials science 9, 10 and biosciences. 11, 12 In laboratories, they are usually produced with very large currents through superconducting, resistive or hybrid magnets, which require extreme conditions (low temperature, huge cooling water and tens of megawatts of power) and limit their applications. 13 As a matter of facts, magnetic fields can also be produced with magnetic materials, 14, 15 which have the advantages of working at higher temperature and with low energy consumption. However, the highest magnetic field produced with magnetic materials reported before is about 2.5 tesla, which is much lower than ultrahigh magnetic fields usually needed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In this work, we report that after single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are sheared, these SWNTs start to oxidize at 312℃ in dry air. This oxidation temperature is much lower that of amorphous carbon (~411℃) and that of pristine SWNTs (~633℃). Meanwhile, by measuring magnetizations of pristine SWNTs samples, the corresponding cut ones and the percentage of SWNTs with shearing ends in the cut samples, the magnetic moment at the shearing ends of SWNTs are quantified using SQUID and PPMS. At temperature of 300.0 K, if end states with width of 1 nm are formed due to relaxation and reconstruction at the shearing ends of SWNTs, the average magnetic moment is 41.5±9.8 μ B per carbon atom in the end states, suggesting ultrahigh magnetic fields can be produced. The dangling sigma and pi bonds of carbon atoms at the cut edges of SWNTs play important roles for this unexpectedly high magnetic moments and ultrahigh magnetic fields.
Experimental Section
The SWNTs used in this work are grown by floating catalytic chemical vapor deposition and supplied by Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd., Chinese Academy of Sciences. The
SWNTs appear as black powers in bulk with a high weight purity about 97.5% and the diameter, length of individual SWNTs are about 1.5~2.0 nm, 20±5 μm, respectively (Supporting Information, S1). The individual SWNTs usually form bundles with quite a wide distribution in diameter and length as seen from SEM images ( Figure 1 ). After the weight of a pristine SWNTs sample is measured, it is transferred into a centrifuge tube with a titanium tweezers, which is filled with some amount of ethanol ( Figure 1a) . Then, the SWNTs is cut manually inside the centrifuge tube with a pair of titanium scissors used for ophthalmic operations under an optical microscope. The cutting frequency is about 60 times/minute. After cutting for 10~20 minutes, the SWNTs usually fill the centrifuge tube as can be seen from Figure 1b . This suggests that the SWNTs bundles become shorter during the cutting treatment. This can be confirmed with SEM characterization (Figure 1d) , showing that the SWNTs become smaller pieces after cutting treatment. For SWNTs bundles with small diameter, the cutting plane is usually neat, straight and perpendicular to the axis of the SWNTs bundle as shown by the arrow in Figure 1e . Typical Raman spectra from a sheared end and from the rest of the bundle are shown in Supporting Information S2. The I D /I G intensity ratio at the shearing end is found to be 0.072, which is larger than that at the middle part of the bundle (0.028). This suggests much higher proportion of defects at the shearing ends of the SWNT bundle. 
Results and Discussion
After cutting treatment, the lengths of SWNTs bundles are still longer than those of their component individual SWNTs (~20 μm) (Figure 1d ). This suggests that the SWNTs at locations (˃20 μm) away from the cutting planes are not affected. For SWNTs at or near cutting planes, the possibility of pulling out of individual SWNTs from SWNTs bundles cannot be excluded during the cutting treatment. However, the SWNTs at the cutting plane are believed to be sheared instead of pulling out from the SWNTs bundle due to the following reasons. Firstly, the morphologies of the cutting edges are different for pulling out or shearing of SWNTs. When a rope of SWNTs is broken under tensile stress, the breaking planes show irregular edges and some individual SWNTs (or bundles with smaller diameter) are protruding from the edges (Supporting Information, S3). This indicates that under the tensile stress, the breaking occurs when some SWNTs are pulled out from longer SWNTs bundles due to the excellent mechanical properties of individual nanotubes. 16 In contrast, when SWNTs are cut with a pair of scissors, many cutting edges can be observed, which are usually neat and straight ( Figure 1d ). For SWNT bundles with smaller diameter, the cutting edges are almost perpendicular to the axis of the This confirms the conclusion that the shearing planes are almost perpendicular to the axis of each individual MWNTs under shearing stress. This phenomenon is quite different from the breaking structure of an individual MWNTs under tensile stress, where only the outermost wall breaks. 17 These observations are believed to be applicable to SWNTs due to the similar structures and mechanical properties.
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The above results indicate that after cutting treatment, the SWNTs can be classified as two types: SWNTs unaffected and SWNTs that are successfully cut. For SWNTs that are successfully cut, there are shearing ends in SWNTs. For these SWNTs with shearing ends, the carbon atoms at the edge sites have only two neighboring carbon atoms, 18 in contrast to other carbon atoms that bond to three neighboring carbon atoms. The dangling bonds (sigma and pi) of the carbon atoms at the edges may result in some new, novel properties. As shown below, the oxidation of the SWNTs with shearing ends starts at temperature as low as 312℃, by which the percentage of SWNTs that have been sheared in the cut SWNTs sample can be estimated.
Typical results of thermo-gravimetric (TG) analysis and differential thermo-gravimetric (DTG) analysis of purified, pristine SWNTs samples are shown in Figure 2a . In order to compare the results with that of cut SWNTs samples, the SWNTs sample is immersed into ethanol after measuring its weight. From this figure, it can be seen that there are a small peak and a main peak at 411.1℃ and 638.8℃, respectively. The two peaks can be well assigned to the oxidation temperature of amorphous carbon and SWNTs, 19 respectively. Meanwhile, the residual mass is 2.50% and varies a little bit from sample to sample. The TG experiments are repeated 3 times at the same experimental conditions and the weight percentage of the residue is found to be 2.49%, 2.48%, 2.50%, respectively. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) indicate that the elements in the residue are mainly iron and oxygen, which are quite uniform for different samples and different locations in the residue of the same sample (Supporting Information S5). After cutting treatment, the curves of TG and DTG of cut SWNTs samples show the following interesting characteristics (Figure 2b ). Firstly, a small plateau appears in the DTG curve with a starting temperature as low as 312.3℃, which is observed in all cut samples and does not appear in pristine SWNTs samples. Secondly, the oxidation temperature of SWNTs shifts a little bit to temperature of 633.8℃. Thirdly, the residual mass of the cut SWNTs is a little larger than that of the pristine SWNTs samples with a small amount about 0.5%. EDS of the residue of the cut SWNTs indicate that this increasing comes from a small amount of titanium and/or titanium oxide, which is mixed into the samples during cutting treatment (Supporting Information, S5). This means that the differences of a cut SWNTs sample with its corresponding pristine one are a small amount of titanium (and/or titanium oxide) and some amount SWNTs with shearing ends. Since weight of titanium (and/or titanium oxide) will not decrease during TG experiment, therefore, the plateau in the DTG curve starting at 312.3℃, which represents a weight reduction, is attributed to the oxidation of the SWNTs with shearing ends. Due to the following reasons the burning that starts at 312.3℃ is not possible excess amorphous carbon that may be produced at the shearing ends: What is burning that starts at 312.3℃ has weight percentages in the range of 1.8 to 6.5 % in the cut samples. This value is similar to that of the weight percentage of amorphous carbon (~ 8%). Amorphous carbon is usually present at the outer walls of nanotubes. Since nanotubes have much larger length than diameter, this suggests if what is burning that starts at 312.3℃ is excess amorphous carbon that may be produced at the shearing ends, these excess amorphous carbon should have much higher density and can be easily observed using TEM. As shown in the supporting information of Figure S6 , no such amorphous carbon are found. (Figure 2b ). After subtracting the average percentage of amorphous carbon, the weight percentage of SWNTs with shearing ends in the cut samples can be obtained.
Above results indicate that the dangling sigma and pi bonds of carbon atoms at edges are more chemically reactive, resulting lower oxidation temperature in dry air. Meanwhile, the shearing ends of SWNTs provides unique defects structures, which are ideal for the studies of defects-caused ferromagnetism as reported previously in graphene [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and MWNTs 26 .
Therefore, following experiments are carried out to measure quantitatively the magnetic moment at the shearing ends of SWNTs.
After the weight of a pristine SWNTs sample is measured, the sample is immersed into ethanol and transferred into a sample holder, which is same for a physical property measurement system (Quantum Design, PPMS-9) and a superconducting quantum interference device Table 1 . This may imply that there are magnetizations from SWNTs, which varies from sample to sample. Another quite interesting and important result from Figure 3 and Table 1 is that the magnetizations of cut SWNTs samples are larger than those of the corresponding, pristine SWNTs samples. Comparing to the pristine SWNTs sample, the differences of the cut SWNTs sample are some amount of SWNTs with shearing ends and trace amount of titanium and/or titanium oxide (~0.5%). Since titanium is paramagnetic, the increased magnetization is attributed to the magnetic moment from the shearing ends of SWNTs. This conclusion is further supported with the results shown in Table 1 
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Conclusions
In summary, we show that when SWNTs are cut with a pair of scissors, the SWNTs can be successfully sheared along a direction perpendicular to the axis of SWNTs. The oxidation of SWNTs with shearing ends starts at temperature as low as 312℃ in dry air. At temperature of 300.0 K, if end states with width of 1 nm are formed, the average magnetic moment is 41.5±9.8
μ B per carbon atom in the end states, suggesting ultrahigh magnetic fields can be produced at the shearing ends. Producing ultrahigh magnetic field with SWNTs has the advantage of working at higher working temperature and with low energy consumption, suggesting great potential applications.
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Figure S2
Typical Raman spetra of pristine, purified SWNTs. The Raman spectra are measured over ten different locations and they are almost the same. The inset is the radial breathing mode of SWNTs, from which the diameters of SWNTs can be obtained.
S2.
Raman spectra from the sheared end and from the middle of the SWNT bundle. Typical Raman spectra from sheared end and from the middle part of the bundle are shown above. In this Figure S3 , the red point and white point highlight the sheared end and the middle of the bundle, respectively. The I D /I G intensity ratio at the shearing end is found to be 0.072, which is larger than that at the middle part of the bundle (0.028). This suggests much higher proportion of defects at the shearing ends of the SWNT bundle. Figure S6 . Meanwhile, the images of the breaking ends of MWNTs by HRTEM indicate that nearly all the outer and inner walls of individual MWNTs can be sheared at nearly the same location ( Figure S6 ). This suggests that the local shear stress at the cutting location exceeds the shear strength of MWNTs, which is believed to be applicable to SWNTs duo to their similar structure and mechanical properties. For cut SWNTs samples, the residual mass after TG experiment is usually a little larger than that of pristine samples. As shown below (Table S1) , there are some amount of titanium element, which is atributed to the introduction during the cutting treatment. Since titanium and/or titanium oxide are paramagnetic, the increased magnetic moment after cutting is atributed to be from the shearing ends of SWNTs. To calculate the ratio between carbon atoms of SWNTs to carbon atoms at the edge sites, it is neccessry to know the exact atomic structure of shearing ends of individual SWNTs. This is difficult and impossible due to the huge number of SWNTs involved used in this work. In order to estimate the factor, we assume that SWNTs has ideal armchair or zigzag edge structure. And the average factor is used in the main text. The carbon atoms at edge sites (marked with red in Figure S8b ) can be calculated with:
where C is the circumference of the SWNT, the distance between the two edge sites at the edge of SWNT (2.46 Å, Figure S8 ), respectively. The factor "2" represents that some edges sites from the left half and some edges sites from the right half.
For the average length of SWNTs ( 20 ) ).
It should be also noted that no relaxion and reconstruction is allowed at the edge sites of SWNTs in the above discussions and calculations. In reality, end states will form through relaxion and reconstruction of the carbon atoms near the edge sites. For example, local states exist at a distance about 1 nm form a single carbon vacancy in graphene 27 . If end states with a similar width (~1 nm) are asummed in SWNTs, the factor is found to be 1.00×10 4 , which represents the ratio between carbon atoms of SWNT to those in the edge states of the shearing ends. This value is also included in the main text.
FigureS8 Schematic diagram of a zig-zag SWNT before a and after b cutting. In a, the upper one represents a SWNT with length L and circumference C. The lower one represent the SWNT unrolling into a graphens layer. In b, the upper one represents the SWNT that is sheared into two parts (with length L 1 and L 2 ) along a direction perpendicular to the axis of the SWNT. In the lower ones, ideal edge structures are assumed (no relaxion and reconstruction is allowed). The red carbon atoms in the inset indicate the carbon atoms at the edge sites.
